MEMORANDUM FOR: DISTRIBUTION LIST

SUBJECT: Minutes of Spring Meeting of the Board, 15-16 May, 1967; Corrections

The subject minutes have been approved by the Board subject to the following corrections:

a. Page 5. NAVY: CDR Miller's name is misspelled.

b. Page 25. Commission on Acute Respiratory Diseases. Second para: substitute "topics" for "interests". Delete "by Dr. Feldman". Delete "by Dr. Denny". Delete "by Dr. Jackson". Insert appropriate commas. Third para, line 2: substitute a period for the semicolon after "prophylaxis" and delete rest of sentence. Delete "in" in line 3 and substitute "and on". In line 4 insert "for" after "tests".

c. Page 26. The paragraph about Dr. Feller is not clear unless it is noted that Dr. Feller died 5 July 1966.

d. Page 26. Second para, line 5: insert "inhibition" following "growth".
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